Introduction
Production of a bound state of heavy quark c or b and its antiquark in the proton-antiproton collision provides valuable tests of QCD. The dependance of the production cross section on the transverse momentum P t of the nal product helps to understand the underlining mechanisms of the production. The relatively high leptonic branching ratios of J=, 0 a n d m a k e t h e m the primary objects to study in the high background environment o f t h e h i g h energy proton-antiproton collisions.
Quarkonia Production Mechanisms in p p Collisions
Several mechanisms are responsible for the charmonia production in the high energy proton-antiproton collisions. At high P t to O 3 s a c c system can be produced in its 1 S 0 and 3 P J state 1 , w h i c h are called c and cJ respectively. J= can be produced as a result of the radiative decay o f c1 and c2 : c ! J=+ . Direct production of the 3 S 1 state is suppressed. c decay d o e s n o t contribute to the 0 production, because it has higher mass. Other possibility to produce charmonium is via B-decay 1 . T h e o verall rate of J=production at p s = 630GeV was reasonably well described by the above m e c hanisms 2 , b u t the 88-89 CDF data at p s = 1800GeV showed a signi cant excess in both J= and 0 production 3 . T o explain this discrepancy new production mechanisms were introduced, which i n volve parton fragmentation into 3 P J states 4 . Though higher order in s than direct production, gluon fragmentation may dominate at high P t . Matrix element for these processes were normalized using B ! decay rates measured by C L E O 5 . I n troduction of the gluon fragmentation into 3 P J states brought theory to a factor of 3-5 discrepancy with the J= data, but did not explain a factor of 50 discrepancy in the 0 data. Later the possibility of the decay of the states above D D threshold into 0 were discussed 6 . Other way to produce J= and 0 is via gluon fragmentation into color octet 3 S 1 state 7 . Since these diagrams involve emission of an extra gluon they are suppressed by a factor of s v 2 , where v-is the relative v elocity o f the quarks, with respect to gluon fragmentation into 3 P J states, but could be important f o r 0 production and may explain the excess in the J= data. Since these diagrams involve long scale processes like soft gluon emission, their matrix elements are di cult to calculate analytically. The absolute values of these matrix elements were used as free parameters in the t to CDF data. 3 The J= and 0 Production
The J= and 0 are detected in their decay i n to a muon pair:
The total luminosity accumulated in 92-93 Tevatron run is about 20 pb ,1 . Two m uons with minimum P t 2:2 GeV=c, maximum P t 2:8 GeV=c and the invariant system P t 5 GeV=c in the jj 0:6 region have been selected. The invariant mass distribution of the dimuon system is shown in gure 1, The signi cant accumulated statistics and the precision of the silicon vertex detector allow not only to study the P t dependance of the production rate, but to separate di erent production mechanisms, like B and -decays. 
c Fraction
Both LO and parton fragmentation mechanisms involve J= production via c decay. T o separate these mechanisms a photon from c ! J=+ decay is reconstructed. The photon energy threshold is 1 GeV. Electromagnetic calorimeter energy resolution E E = 14 p E is not enough to resolve separate c states. The fraction of J=coming from c decay has been determined to be : The branching ratio of B ! c measured by C L E O 5 has been used to exclude the B-contribution to c fraction:
F NoB J= = 3 2 :3 2:0stat 8:5sys: The corresponding cross section is shown in gure 5. The theory curve h a s b e e n provided by M.Mangano 9 and includes both LO and parton fragmentation production mechanisms.
3.3 Prompt J= and 0 production B a n d c decay c o n tributions have been subtracted from the total cross section gure 6. There is a signi cant discrepancy between the data points and the singlet production predictions. As it has already been mentioned the gluon fragmentation matrix elements are parameters in the t to the data. The P t dependance of the prompt production cross sections of the J= and 0 production is described well by the gluon fragmentation.
Production
1S; 2S; 3S represent another heavy quark-antiquark system. Similarly to it was studied in its decay t o t wo m uons: p p ! + X; ! + , . The CDF analysis based on 16 pb ,1 data has been published in ref. 10 . T w o muons with minimum P t 2:2GeV=c and maximum P t 2:8GeV=c have been selected in the pseudorapidity region jj 0:4. The total production cross sections of 1S2S3S production times the branching ratio are: The P t dependance of the production cross section is shown in gure 7.
Conclusions
The total J=and 0 cross sections and their P t dependance have been studied using about 20 pb ,1 of CDF data. The precision of the SVX detector allowed to use the lifetime information to extract the B-decays component in the J= and 0 production. B-fraction of the J= and 0 production was found to 7 increase with P t . The corresponding b-cross section agrees with the previous CDF measurements. Fraction of J= from ! J=+ decay w as measured and its P t dependance studied using fully recontructed photons from c decay. T h e B a n d c contributions have been subtracted from the total J= and 0 cross sections, which then were tted to the sum of LO and parton fragmentation components.
The absolute values of the matrix elements of the color-octet fragmentation diagrams were free parameters in the t, but the P t behavior of the data was reproduced well. This may indicate that the excess in the prompt J= and 0 production may be explained by the parton fragmentation. Since color-octet fragmentation mechanism predicts certain polarization of the quarkonia states this analysis is in progress on CDF.
